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Are you looking for a powerful way to strengthen ties within your
team, foster collaboration and increase team spirit? Look no
further! Team Building Adventures are designed to inspire,

challenge and forge your group together into a cohesive and
efficient team.

In this brochure, we take you on an exciting journey through our
extensive range of team building activities. Whether you are
looking for outdoor adventure experiences, exciting indoor

challenges or tailor-made programmes that perfectly suit your
team's needs, we have the solution for you.

Our team building activities are not only fun and entertaining, but
they also focus on improving communication, leadership skills

and cooperation. Whether you are a small team or a large
organisation, we can help you achieve your goals and take your

team to the next level.

So browse through this brochure and discover how our Team
Building Adventures can make your team stronger and more

successful. Together, we will embark on a future full of
teamwork, growth and achievement.



FENCING
Discover the elegant world of fencing,
where precision, speed and strategy come
together in an exhilarating sport. Whether
you are a beginner or an experienced
fencer, this activity offers a unique blend of
physical and mental challenges. Fencing is
more than a sport; it is an exciting journey
full of history and finesse. 
Grab your sword and join this immersive
and noble sport!

1,5- 2,5 h

Outdoor

Min. price per person: €44

Programme

During the programme, an expert instructor
will take you under his wing. Here, you will
learn the basics of fencing techniques. After
you have mastered these, it is time for a duel.
Challenge yourself and test your
concentration, insight and reactions in a
riveting fencing fight.

Rather be a spectator? Then you can also
enjoy a demonstration, with high-level fights
between the best fencers in the country. Book
now!

4-75 persons



Archery Tag is the ultimate adrenaline-
pumping sport that combines precision,
speed and teamwork. Armed with bow
and soft arrows, you compete with friends
or colleagues. Archery Tag is accessible to
everyone. Experience the thrill of hitting
and dodging while working strategically
together to achieve victory. Take up the
challenge and experience the thrill of
Archery Tag!

Programme

The programme starts with an introduction
to bow and arrow, where we emphasise safe
use of the equipment, including face
protection. Then we enter the field and the
hunt opens: you chase opponents, navigate
obstacles and try to hit targets. 

ARCHERY TAG

30 min- 2 h 

6-75 persons

Outdoor

Min. price per person:  €44

Also suitable for children and adolescents



AXE THROWING
It is an immersive experience that will
test your physical and mental skills.
Learn the art of axe throwing under
expert guidance and discover what it
feels like to land that axe in the target
with a satisfying 'thud'.  So, grab that
axe, feel the adrenaline rush and
experience an adventurous activity
you will never forget!

Programme

The workshop starts with a brief introduction on
axe throwing technique and safety precautions.
The activity concludes with an exciting axe-
throwing competition.  Come and discover this
activity that brings excitement and thrills!

30 min- 1,5 h

Outdoor

Min. price per person: €41,25

4-75 persons



HAND- AND
CROSSBOW SHOOTING
Follow in the footsteps of legends
and let arrows fly like a modern
archer! Get ready to cock the bow
and hit your targets. Let your hair
down at our Hand and Crossbow
Shooting workshop.

Programme

Under the guidance of an experienced instructor,
you first focus on learning safe techniques and
shooting attitudes. After sufficient practice, you
will be ready for the real thing. We start with an
exciting team competition, involving both
weapons. Which participants will emerge as true
marksmen within the group?

These activities can also be offered separately.

1-2,5 h

Outdoor

Min. price per person: €49,50

4-75 persons



HIGHLANDGAMES 
Centuries ago, Scottish clans challenged
each other to determine the strongest. Now
it is your turn to unleash your inner
Scotsman. The Highland Games, however,
go beyond sheer strength. Here it is all about
team spirit, communication and cooperation.
Everything is put to the test during the
Highland Games, making it the perfect
opportunity for team building!

Programme

Challenge yourself in traditional Scottish trials such
as pole throwing, barrel lifting, log carrying, and tug
of war, all dressed in the iconic kilt. The winner will
be appropriately honoured after the challenges.

Want to make this unique Scottish experience even
more special? Add a whisky tasting, both during
and after the games, and immerse yourself in the
atmosphere of the Scottish Highlands!

1,5- 3 h

Outdoor

Min. price per person: € 60,50

6-75 persons



WHISKY TASTING MINI

Programme

This tasting is an additional activity to the highland
games. During the whisky tasting, you get the
chance to explore and appreciate a variety of
whiskies. You will learn how to taste whisky
correctly, recognising the subtle aromas and
flavours. A whisky tasting is not only a chance to
taste whiskies, but also to increase your knowledge
and appreciation of this intriguing beverage. Enjoy a
fun and educational experience!

Taste the rich aromas and flavours during a
mini whisky tasting. Discover the secrets
behind the distillation of this noble beverage
while enjoying distinctive whiskies. Let your
senses travel and become a connoisseur in
recognising complex flavour notes. Whether
you are a seasoned whisky lover or curious
about the world of whisky, this experience
offers an unforgettable journey through the
whisky tradition. Cheers to enjoyment and
discovery!

45 min

In - & Outdoor

Price per person: €13,20

4-75 persons



GIN TASTING MINI
Discover the rich history and age-old traditions
behind this beloved drink and taste different
types of gin, from traditional old gin to the more
modern varieties. Embark on an aromatic
journey and learn how to distinguish the aromas
of gin, from spicy notes to subtle floral notes.

Programme

This activity is possible in combination with one
of the other activities. 

The gin expert shares fascinating facts in an
entertaining and accessible way. During this gin
tasting, you get the chance to taste unique gins.  
We conclude with an exciting assessment to
choose the very best gin of the tasting. Come
taste, listen, and enjoy during this indispensable
gin experience!

45 min- 2 h

In - & Outdoor

Price per person: €11

4-75 persons



LASER CLAY SHOOTING
Ready? Aim... fire! Can you manage to hit the
clay pigeon in the air from a distance of 25
metres? You use a Winchester laser rifle that
is very precisely tuned. There are no bullets,
recoil or clay residue left behind. This makes it
a safe and environmentally friendly activity
suitable for everyone.

Programme

The instructor is at your disposal to teach you the
intricacies of laser clay pigeon shooting. Who will
prove to be the best accurate shooter and
marksman of the group?

Moreover, laser clay pigeon shooting at night
offers an exceptionally spectacular experience!
Feast your eyes as you sharpen your senses and
shoot one fluorescent clay pigeon after another
through the air.

30 min- 2 h

Outdoor

Min. price per person: €49,50

4-75 persons



MEDIEVAL BATTLE
Welcome to the mysterious world of Medieval
Battle! Enter the age of knights and castles,
where adventure and challenge await you.

This activity will take you back to the dark
Middle Ages, where you will enter the
battlefield to defeat your opponents. Prepare
yourself for a series of diverse trials, ranging
from mental tests of strength to physical
challenges, all of which make for an exciting
and unforgettable experience. Are you ready
to take on the challenge?

Programme

Under the guidance of instructors, you can
master the skills of a knight and wield the
sword and crossbow like a professional. But we
go beyond physical skills - you will also have
to tap into your mental strength. Our
brainteasers and challenging tasks will put
your grey matter to work. Are you ready to
challenge yourself and embrace the medieval
art of combat?

3-6 h

Outdoor

Min. prijs per persoon: €82,50

6-75 persons



CLASH OF CLANS
Experience the Clash of Clans as in Scotland!
This adventurous and flavourful programme
promotes team building as you discover
Scottish traditions. Cooperation will be tested
during sheep herding, and afterwards you will
enjoy a whisky tasting to end the day. A perfect
mix of action and relaxation, where team spirit
and culture come together for an unforgettable
experience.

Programme

Don your finest Scottish kilt and create
teams. Ready for the battles? 

The teams will compete against each
other during the various activities. Clash
of clans has many forms, we can work out
a programme based on your wishes.

*This activity can also be booked without the
sheep herding.

3-4 h

In -& Outdoor

Min. price per person: €99

6-75 persons



AR ESCAPE GAME
Enter a new dimension of team building with
the exciting Augmented Reality (AR) activity.
In this innovative adventure, team members
work together to solve virtual puzzles, face
challenges and achieve goals while
combining the real world with digital
wonders. The tools: lightning-fast tablets, our
gadget box and a lot of team spirit.

Programme

Explore the estate by following the clues of
geolocations. A challenge awaits your team at
each specific location, ranging from brainteasers
to fun photo and hands-on tasks. Earn points by
completing the tasks to the best of your ability.
The team with the most points triumphs!

During this City Game, you use augmented
reality, where virtual objects appear on your
tablet. The gadget box contains all the
necessary documents and attributes to
complete the assignments.

1,5-2 h

In -& Outdoor

Min. prce per team (4-7 pers): €220 

6-75 persons



VR EXPERIENCE
Enter a world of limitless adventures and
imagination with Virtual Reality (VR). Dive into
an immersive reality, master new skills, and
experience unforgettable moments, all from
the comfort of your own environment. Whether
gaming, learning or relaxing, VR offers a
revolutionary experience. Come and discover
what is possible, just one headset away from
your next great adventure. VR, the future is
here!

Programme

Discover the world of virtual reality games: test
your responsiveness with 'Beat Saber', walk on
a plank at high altitude with 'Richie's Plank
Experience' or take a virtual walk in the
International Space Center. The sky is the limit!

45 min- 2 h

Indoor

Min. price per team (4-6 pers): € 275

4-75 persons



VR ESCAPE GAME
Leave the confines of reality behind and step
into a virtual world full of riddles, mystery and
challenges.

This activity uses Virtual Reality. Try to escape
from different rooms by completing small
tasks and solving problems. 

Accept the challenge, escape from the virtual
world and experience an adventure that will
stay with you for a long time.
 

Programme

The immersive technology makes you feel like you
are in another reality, where every action you take is
crucial to escape.

Wait no longer and experience the fun and
excitement of a VR Escape Game - the ultimate
combination of technology and adventure.

1,5-2,5 h

Indoor

Min. price per team (4-6 pers): €330

4-75 persons



VR MURDER HOTEL

Programme

Enter the darkest mystery ever in VR Murder
Hotel! A terrifying, interactive game that will get
your heart racing as you unravel clues and solve
mysteries.  Team up with friends or colleagues
and take on the challenge!

 VR Murder Hotel immerses you in an immersive
experience that puts your detective skills to the
test. Are you smart enough to unravel the
mystery?

 You play the game with your team during a multi-
course dinner or lunch. Between each course, you
continue your search for the hotel owner's killer.
To the table!

Welcome to our beautiful hotel... but be on your
guard, because suddenly a chilling scream rings
through the air! The owner of the hotel has been
murdered. Numerous guests and staff members
become suspects...

 Are you ready to unleash your inner detective and
solve this terrifying murder case? 

1 h  excl. catering

Indoor

Min. price per team (4 pers): €154

4-75 persons



TEAMBOOSTER GAMES
The ultimate teambuilding

Encourage the power of cooperation with our
team building activities! Bring your team closer
together through exciting and challenging
experiences that strengthen communication and
trust.

The tailor-made activities, ranging from outdoor
adventure activities to engaging indoor puzzles,
are designed to inspire and unite team members.
Together, you can handle anything!

Programme

Within your budget and timeframe, you can
choose from a variety of engaging team tasks.
From adventurous fire-making and nerve-
racking brainteasers to raft building and
catapult shooting. Which team will triumph and
emerge victorious? The challenges await, the
choice is yours!

1,5 - 2 h

Indoor

Min. price per person: €55

6-80 persons


